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Weight and Balance

When finished, it will take approxi- mately fifteen minutes to unfold or fold the wings, which pivot on the front spar ... to the boat owners who bring .... constant with tapering width ... the rudders, and the movement ... Cruising speed ... .150 mph. 
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Folding Wing "Playboy" James Frost of 4916 S. Boston Place in Tulsa, Oklahoma, is the



builder of the Stits "Plapboy"



ed to him as to why he wants



to fold the wings, he offers these r e a s o n s . . . . . . . . it is comparable to the boat owners who bring their boats home after every outing, on special trailers. Like



most pilots, either he can afford to fly, or to rent a hangar, but few can do both. He does not



pictured here with the folded wings. Much has already been written about the "Playboy" design



expect his flying costs to exceed



in various versions, so much so



ous especially when it comes to



that there is no necessity for describing this particular airplane as such. However, it stands alone among all other "Playboys" by its folding wing



feature. Construction began in January of 1955, and progress had been slow for most of last year. Frost had, from time to time, tried to figure out a method of folding the wings, but always ran into problems. He then planned to build racks which could be attached to the fuseelage after removing the wings, and place the wings on the racks so that the airplane could be towed home, and stored in his



garage. But, in further figuring, it emerged as a two man operation to remove or mount the wings, which meant that help would have to be recruited each time that he took the "Playboy" to or from the airport. The only practical thing to do was to make the wings fold, and make it so that it required only one man to do the job. Frost believes that he has about all of the problems solved now, and the wings fold flat



against the fuselage, completely within the moment arm. When finished, it will take approximately fifteen minutes to unfold or fold the wings, which pivot on the front spar on a structure



built out from the fuselage. To the many questions direct-



the cost of hangar rent alone. Also, people are naturally curisomething different, and will climb all over small airplanes,



inflicting



varying degrees of



damage. (The writer hopes that Mr. Frost did not have the legitimate aircraft photographers in mind!) Another reason for taking the airplane home lies



in the wind storm reputation that his area has, which destroys



or damages a good many airplanes each year. Perhaps the greatest advantage is the fact



that he can work on it right at home, and keep it in first class condition. A large percentage of the unairworthy airplanes on the airports are perhaps in such a condition because the owners



Are Folding Wings Practical? All the commentaries and act-



ual planning on folding wing aircraft, such as the Stits "Playboy" in this issue, is heartening, for it is a very desirable feature which has been too long in coming. However, one thing should not be overlooked. Depending entirely upon the local airport



operator, owners of folding wing aircraft might be asked to pay a usage fee to the airport. Such



conditions exist in many localities where boat owners are required to pay launching fees at private launching areas. The airport operator, in many cases, could not be justly criticized for such an attitude, if he is to keep his field and runways maintained and repaired. Many again probably wouldn't even think of it, but as folding wing aircraft become more of a reality, the situation may have to be faced.



cannot find the time to work on them, or if they do have the time, they seldom have the right tools along, or are unable to use power tools for lack of electric power. If he feels like working



on it for ten or fifteen minutes, there is nothing to stop him. Keeping it in the garage will



protect



it from



the weather,



thereby prolonging the life of the fabric and other vulnerable items. Two disadvantages lie in the slight delay in becoming airborne after reaching the airport, and the possibility of an accident



enroute. As for the delay, it can be compared to untying the airplane or taking it out of the



hangar, pre-flight checking, and cleaning the windshield, etc.,



much of which could be done at home. Since he lives only four miles from the nearest airport,



he feels that his chances of an accident enroute are remote, although always present. However, the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages, and



another case of high airport expenses may be partially solved, depending upon the local operator.



The "Playboy" is nearing completion, and is expected to be finished in time for Frost to fly it to our Fly-In in August. Leo J. Kohn



Weight and Balance Stanley "Prop" Dzik No doubt many of you have noticed a bumble bee flying and maneuvering through the air with complete control. According to strict and pure aerodynamic principles the bee is incapable of flight. The bee, however, does not know this, but continues to fly on its merry way disregarding man's aerodynamic theories and weight and balance principles. For the moment let's forget about the bee, and look into the problem of finding the C. G.



(center of gravity) of an aircraft. First I would like to stress the importance of knowing the location of the C. G. of an aircraft. The influence of correct balance of an airplane is very important to stability and good control for safe flight. It is essential that a designer be sure that the loadContinued on Page 14
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Continued from Page 7 ing of an airplane comes within the limitations which affect the performance. Empty weight and balance computations are arrived at to find the C.G. by the following procedure: (A) The aircraft should always be weighed in a closed building, free from wind gusts that would effect correct scale readings. Make sure that scales are checked for proper readings. (B) Scales must be set at zero reading and must be level. (C) See that fuel tanks are empty. (D) Oil tank may contain either the number of gallons noted on filler cap or be drained. Important———if the aircraft is to be weighed with full oil capacity then the actual empty weight equals the actual recorded weight less the weight of the oil. (gallons multiplied by 7.5) The tank may be full provided the computation^ account for the added weight. Always record and show such weight as "empty plus-gallons of oil". (E) Record the weights and dimensions (X and Y) indicated in Figure 1. Weighing to determine if approved limits are exceeded. (A) The aircraft must be in a level flying position when weighed. (B) Load the airplane with all items of useful load (fuel, oil, passengers, crew and baggage) for the center of gravity position affected by the change in equipment, that is, for the most forward center of gravity condition include all items forward of the most forward center of gravity limit and only those items aft of that limit which are absolutely necessary, such as minimum fuel. If the proposed equipment is not installed, an equal amount of ballast should be added at same location prior to weighing, to bring center of gravity into correct limits. If you wish to further your understanding and desire a more comprehensive explanation on aircraft weight and balance problems, I highly recommend you purchase the booklet entitled "Aircraft Weight & Balance Control" from R. E. Peters, Box 1484, San Diego Station, San Diego 10, California for $1.25.



The "Superdart"



and thickness of the cap angles (I beams). The tip fins are composed of For some time now, T/Sgt. Paul E. Best of 36 Troop Carrier two C spars and four ribs of the Squadron, Box 128, APO 75, NACA 64-0010 airfoil. RudSan Francisco, California, has ders are composed of one spar been working out the details for and four ribs. As they move a small delta shaped airplane. outward only, the controls are The "DeltX" has gone through arranged so that both fins can be a number of design changes, extended as dive brakes for raenabling it to be powered with pid descent, etc. The elevens a maximum of 85 hp. or a small are similar in construction to jet unit. However, with pro- the rudders, and the movement is twenty-five degrees up and gress on the delta as slow as it down. Landing gear retraction is, it has been temporarily set is by a lightened Beechcraft aside in favor of his latest deC-45 system. The flap and gear sign. . . . . . . the "Superdart". The "Superdart" started out cranks are similar to the cranks as a single place, but after re- on the BT-13. Split flaps, manually operated consideration, a two place ship These will be the specificaat 20% of chord was thought more practical. tions of the full sized "SuperAirframe material 24ST AlThe outboard wing panels are dart". . . . . . . . clad monospar with twelve inch rib Span . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 ft. Rudder Movement . . . . 45 despacing, constructed in two subLength . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 ft. grees outward assemblies . . . . . . leading edge Angle of sweep (leading edge) Rate of climb . . . . . . 1700 ft/ and center chord. Spar location 45 degrees min. is 25% of chord with flush rivetGross weight . . . . . . 1200 lbs. Cruising speed . . . .150 mph. ed skin back to 30% of chord. Engine horsepower . . . 75 hp. Red line speed . . . . 300 mph. The rear false spar is located at Elevens . . . . NACA, 73% of Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.5 ft..-. 75% of chord, with the elevon span, 20% of chord Five major assemblies go to hinges attached to the spar. The Stalling speed . . . . . . 45 mph. make up the airframe. The ilcenter section chord is composed Stall angle . . . . . . 20 degrees lustrations show the "Superof the 23012 airfoil with an elFuel capacity . . . . 4.5 hours dart" in model form, with alumiongated nose forward of 25% of range num covering. chord, allowing the trailing edge Stress factor . . . . . . . . . . 6 GS Paul Best sincerely hopes that to be straight across. A total Span, center section . . 6.75 ft. this design will arouse interest of three modified ribs are reChord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 in. among the readers, to the point quired, right and left, in the enAirfoil section . .NACA 23012 where the readers will send him tire wing. Spar depths remain Landing gear . . . . Manually their most welcome comments. constant with tapering width retractable Leo J. Kohn
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Weight and Balance - Size 

"Playboy". Leo J. Kohn. James Frost of 4916 S. Boston. Place in Tulsa, Oklahoma, is the ... ten about the "Playboy" design .... building, free from wind gusts.
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Weight & Balance 

and balance, from theory and documentation to an excel- lent how-to ... ernment Book Stores, and all FAA documents and regula- tions are .... scribed envelope.
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Weight & Balance 

rate and angle of climb perform- ance will be ... higher than desired angle of attack, which can lead to a ..... sensors, software, data card, card reader and _".1. -*.
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Weight And Balance ... By Computer 

to know about personal W & B, see your doctor. ... This discussion concentrates on the effects that weight and balance have on aircraft stability ... and limit your accessories, or build an airplane .... times, such as now, it is best to ignore them.
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Light Plane Weight And Balance 

Light Plane. Weight And. Balance. By S. Wellman, EAA 4335. NEXT TO structural integrity, proper weight and balance is the most important feature of any ...
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Light Plane Weight And Balance 

organic coatings." Yet, if you buy some epoxy, bond some metal togeth ... Before I receive too many angry letters from adhesive compounders, I must say that it is ...
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Craft & technique: Weight & balance 

Let's repeat the problem with a different datum in the center of the beam. Now the left-hand 3-pound weight is 5 inches to the left of the datum and the 2-pound ...
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Weight and Balance for the Aircraft Builder 

2720. â€¢f 1826. Â» 16104 (TM). Divide the TM (Total Moment) by the TW (Total vVelght) to ... part of the aircraft's papers and records. .... Fig. 6. SPORT AVIATION 17 ...
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Craft & technique: Weight & balance - Size 

pound-inches (45) by the total weight ... Act now and we will include an EIS engine information system from Grand ... have full oil, have only unusable fuel,.
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Getting to grips with weight and balance - SmartCockpit 

switches below the XZ-latches allowing powered transportation of ULDs. ...... As far as fuel is concerned, the main difference between the models is that the ...... characteristics of the aircraft supplied in a database, from the assumptions set by .
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Getting to grips with weight and balance - SmartCockpit 

description of the aircraft contours is contained in the IATA ULD Technical Manual. ...... system only deals with fuel quantities and tank transfer issues. ...... As per IATA AHM 311, all individual items of load, which by their nature, shape or dens
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Weight, Power and Span Loading 

Both safety and utility are thereby enhanced. A short take off run is .... both model airplanes and sail- planes are designed with endurance uppermost in mind.
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Association of Body Weight and Body Condition 

Methods: Medical records were reviewed, and data regarding initial body weight and body ... Survival times were determined for dogs that were discharged from.
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Weight, Power and Span Loading - Size 

Weight, Power and Span Loading. By Bob Whittier. Based on NACA TM No. 311 and TM No. 326,. "The Light Airplane", Driggs. From 1900 to 1914 the main ...
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Weight monitoring, compliance and enforcement by WIM 

8 to 15% of trucks are overloaded, site and time dependent. â€¢ Most of the overloads between 5 and 10%, some up to 20-25%, rarely more. â€¢ Drive axle of the ...
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balance paratec 

Apr 10, 2008 - Balance data sheet. Canopy size. Minimal body weight in lbs. Maximum ... New Next Manual. R.A.G.E.. Factory Team. New Reserve Ripcord.
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Energy Balance 

d'approvisionnement axÃ© sur le marchÃ©? Devenez membre du groupebilan. BKW, l'un des plus grands de Suisse, et profitez de conditions attrayantes.
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Engine balance 

Jul 3, 2010 - Engine Balance and the Arms Race. Interesting question about the engine balance "arms race" I've shortened and edited it a little: So here's my ...
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Practical Aircraft Balance . . . Simplified 

=_____. 682#. PROOF: Orig. A/C empty weight: Added, moment due to heavier engine: H8#. Engine removed: â€” 158#. Engine replaced: 276#. 16.0". = 10,912" ...
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The Weight Thing 

bling down the runway on a hot and humid day, looking forward to being up ... When Darius attended Ercoupe fly-ins, ... Almost all had starters, generators,.
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The Weight Thing 

ground, grudgingly, gradually, and the aircraft rises lethargically above the ... with the usual desire to see how sleek their .... engine via the iPhone, iPod or iPad.
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Hardware (weight).pdf 

Email [email protected]. Nuts - Self Locking. AN363-1032 All Metal Stop Nuts - Source: Aircraft Spruce. AN363-428 All Metal Stop Nuts - Source: Aircraft ...
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BRITISH WEIGHT LIFTERS' ASSOCIATON 

Feb 21, 2009 - 3 Sandra Smith, Alan Lomax, Chris Baker, Mel Barton. 4 Arthur Baker, Sue Trebillcock, George Manners, Chris Baker. Jury. Keith Trebillcock ...
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